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rtorrent is an open-source peer-to-peer client and file-sharing software designed to work with the bittorrent protocol. it is available for unix-like operating systems such as linux and mac os x, and it has also been ported to microsoft windows. rocky is a free and open source rtorrent fork, that was released
by a friend of the rtorrent team. our goal with rocky is to provide a tool with a polished and user-friendly gui. we want to make rocky the best torrent client for linux users. rtorrent is a peer-to-peer file sharing software based on the bittorrent specification.it can be used for a variety of tasks such as

distributing software, movies, tv, and music. it is a fully featured client, with a lot of advanced features. rtorrent is licensed under the gnu general public license (gpl), and it is free for anyone to use. rtorrent was developed by jari sundell, who is also the author of the utorrent and deluge torrent clients.
suomi.torrent is a free, open source download manager for web browsers. suomi.torrent allows you to download and share music, movies, images, games, and applications through bittorrent. it can also be used for downloading torrents. the rtorrent is a high-quality bittorrent client. this client is even

better than the likes of utorrent. in fact, the slant community ranks rtorrent as the best all-around client. it has a command line interface (cli) and a user-friendly graphical interface (gui). rtorrents biggest asset is that it can work with various bittorrent trackers. it can download files that are larger than
4gb.
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sudo rtorrent when started, you will be prompted to select a user and a directory
to run rtorrent from. select the directory where you have the rtorrent sources (the
directory where the unpacked rtorrent sources were cloned). rtorrent version 0.9.5
copyright (c) 2007-2016 jari sundell and contributors. this is free software; see the
source for copying conditions. there is no warranty; not even for merchantability
or fitness for a particular purpose. rtorrentis a text-based torrent client that was
released by jari sundell (a.k.a. rakshasa ) as a free and open-source project in

january 2005. rtorrentwas inspired by the utorrent and bittorrent clients, and was
built to do some things better than what those clients can do. for example, with
utorrent, you can start a torrent via the ui, whereas rtorrent allows you to start a

torrent via the command line. the rtorrent team is a group of developers who
contribute to the development of the project. the rtorrent team welcomes all users

and developers, as long as they are willing to contribute to the project. if you
would like to be part of the rtorrent team, please join the developer mailing list at
rtorrent-devel@lists.sourceforge.net. rtorrent is a free and open-source peer-to-
peer torrent client for unix systems such as linux, freebsd, and solaris. it can be

used as a standalone client, or it can be used in conjunction with other programs,
including bittorrent (the two can be used together). the rtorrent client can

automatically identify and connect to other rtorrent users, and it can
automatically share files with those users. 5ec8ef588b
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